The Role of Nationality and Culture in Conflict Management

Introduction

“Culture is an essential part of conflict and conflict resolution. Cultures are like underground rivers that run through our lives and relationships, giving us messages that shape our perceptions, attributions, judgments, and ideas of self and other. Though cultures are powerful, they are often unconscious, influencing conflict and attempts to resolve conflict in imperceptible ways.” In order to capture better these in-depth meanings provided in a metaphoric beginning of the current chapter it is necessary to provide the reader with a short description of some conflict-related terms before proceeding with above mentioned specific topic focusing on the role of culture in conflict management. Conflict at large is related to some kind of disagreement or a situation where the parties (of this conflict) can make opposing choices. Generally, conflicts can be classified as intrapersonal – involving just one person (usually related to one’s behaviour that is inconsistent with the values of this person) and interpersonal, which involve social conflict. In such conflicts there are at least two parties where each party can be an individual or a group. Both parties perceive that they have conflicting interests with another party. Such interests can be related to goals and/or values. It is essential to mention that values and beliefs differ tremendously across cultures, although these can be different also among people employed within the same organisation or company. This chapter will address different cultural contexts and on the role of these in conflict management, focusing also on national cultural contexts.

National cultures have been studied by many researchers from the fields of sociology, psychology, cultural anthropology etc. One of the most groundbreaking conceptualizations, grounded by his studies, has been created and carried out by Geert Hofstede. Despite the fact that his approach to national cultural dimensions has been criticized by other cross-cultural researchers,
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it has been proved to be consistent and correlated with studies of different value scales as used by Shalom Schwartz and Ronald Inglehart and also the scales and results achieved within World Values Survey\(^4\).

Hofstede’s theory of cultural dimensions identified four dimensions of cultural variability. These dimensions are individualism/collectivism, power distance, uncertainty avoidance and masculinity/femininity. Later on long-time perspective was added. All these dimensions are useful when one wants to compare internal differences between cultures, but because of their generality, these dimensions cannot be applied on the personal level.

By comparing the above-mentioned cultural dimensions cross-nationally, Hofstede operates with ‘a national culture’ as a total characteristic applicable to any country. At the same time some studies show that one’s (or conflict’s) proximity to national borders can influence degrees of cultural identity, which can in turn, influence ‘conflict styles’\(^5\). Thereby, a large variation in conflicts and also in conflict management techniques should be expected and applied also within the borders of a particular country. This is why the role of a common national culture should not be overestimated. Culture per se is likely to be just one element among all possible factors which determine the outcome of the conflict management process. Thereby, this outcome depends on the level of cultural diversity among the actors involved (i.e. the parties of the conflict and mediators). Here we should see always as a positive aspect when the third party (e.g. mediator team) is going to be composed of members with different national or ethno-cultural background. In such a cases, while working as an integrated whole, each member will make the final outcome much more valuable by contributing his/her own talents, experiences and outlooks.\(^6\) On the other hand, it is obvious and often the case that in cross-cultural conflict situations incorporation of the team members belonging to the culture of the “opposing party” cannot always be provided.

This is why understanding of “the silent language” – a metaphor for culture given by Edward Hall\(^7\) – plays a significant role. This ‘silent language’ is human behaviour that exists outside people’s conscious awareness. It includes evolutionary concepts, practices and solutions to problems and shared experience of ordinary people. According to Hall\(^8\) it: “Provides insights into the underlying principles that shape our lives.” These principles are not merely interesting (e.g. for a researcher or for a practitioner), but extremely valuable and practical, especially in the area of conflict management and in respect of mediation. Numerous books and articles have been published in the field of intercultural communication.

The current chapter will focus on explaining Hall’s conceptions on understanding cultural differences which are considered invisible and intangible among the members of any culture. Hofstede’s theory-based approach subscribes to describe national cultures all over the planet through his cultural dimensions. Influences of national culture as essential factors will be elaborated within conflict management process context. Possibilities and difficulties of application of mediation (as a way of conflict management) are addressed in the last section. In particular, it reflects on personal-cultural and institutional perspectives with regard to the application, among different cultures, of centrally elaborated conflict management directives and on some aspects of administrating these policies on national level.

\(^8\) Ibid.
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1. Understanding cross-cultural differences on personal and institutional level

It is of necessity to underline the significance of understanding the cultural differences that have an essential role in managing possible upcoming conflicts and tensions in negotiations. Hall & Hall\textsuperscript{9} have elegantly worded the controversy when explaining person-society relationship in relation 'culture': “Even though culture is perceived personally, it is nonetheless a shared system.” Hall points out that although culture is always experienced personally, there exist few individuals who are able to comprehend what a program of behaviour actually is. He explains that persons belonging to a common cultural group not only share information, but also the methods of coding, storing and retrieving of that information. Cultural codes are understood as symbols and systems of meaning that relevant for members of a particular cultural group or sometimes for several groups of that society. Revealing these cultural codes cannot be taken as any kind of simple task, as these codes are a result of the accumulation of ages including history and experiences rooted in human traditions that require time to become understood by contemporaries\textsuperscript{10}.

The methods of retrieving and understating of coded and stored information vary from culture to culture. Being aware of what kind of information people from a different cultural group need is one of the keys for effective international communication. There have always existed “hidden codes” of behaviour which can be understood by the help of a “code breaker”. Studies have shown – quite unexpectedly – that only less than 10% of all communication and interactions is in culture’s verbal messages (i.e. expressed via language). Most well-known examples of dominating in non-verbal communication include a smile, a wave or a wink. All these of gestures and signs communicate something without the help of written or oral language. Even if one does not say a word, this silence can be a communication in a non-verbal way. In Sweden, when one becomes angry, he or she does not yell to another person, but starts to speak in extremely quiet voice instead. Without attributing any meaning to this change in voice volume, a person from a foreign culture can misinterpret the situation, and this non-verbal part of message remains uncoded. In general, while persons communicate it is important to pay attention to the fact that what has been said may not matter much, whereas the way it was said can be very important.

For Hall, another dimension of culture is opened via assessing the share of context and information balance in particular cultural environment. Context is the information that surrounds the event. These two components (context and event) which interlace with each other in order to produce a certain meaning – as a rule – exist in different proportions. This proportional balance depends on the particular culture. High context (HC) communication or message is the one where lots of the information is already “stored” on the person and very little is in the coded, explicit, transmitted part of the message that will be communicated. But in low context (LC) communication the mass of the information is vested in the explicit code (e.g. two lawyers in the courtroom during a trial). Examples of HC culture are people from Japan, Arabic and Mediterranean countries. These are cultures where people have extensive information networks among family, friends, colleagues and clients. Because of (intensive) daily information exchange their messages are labeled as high-context. LC people are most of all Americans, Germans, Scandinavians and other Northern Europeans. From conflict management perspective it is necessary to know that people from high-context cultures are significantly less confrontational than persons belonging to low-context culture\textsuperscript{11}.

2. National cultural dimensions and conflict management styles

Conflict resolution involves a large share of duties among many professional fields. For example, a study has demonstrated that managers in average spend as much as one fifth of their valuable
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The ongoing globalization will only increase the total time that is spent for managing these conflicts. Namely, such global developments will require much more intensive and frequent interactions from all those participating individuals with variety of different national backgrounds. Thereby, it would be helpful to learn which conflict resolution styles and tactics are favoured by people representing various national cultures. A framework for learning, assessing and understanding these differences of general cultural values across countries has been proposed by Hofstede. Among his four dimensions of cultural values, especially individualism/collectivism has been applied as a theoretical basis for explanation of conflict management when measured and evaluated via cross-cultural perspective.

Generally, individualistic nations (e.g. United Kingdom, Netherlands or Belgium) tend to prioritize personal goals and preferences, while the collectivistic nations, (e.g. Pakistan, China or Japan) on the other hand tend first of all to prefer in their conflict management activities to support their group needs. In particular, collectivism is related to indirect and passive communication expressed through avoiding and obliging styles of conflict handling while emphasizing the value for passive compliance together with preserving relational harmony in each possible situation of conflict. Individualism is associated with direct and active modes of expression, involving competition and dominating styles of handling conflict, emphasizing the values of autonomy, competitiveness, and the need for control. This means that there exists dependence between one’s culture (individualistic or collectivistic) and the manner in which this person chooses to engage in conflict.

Above mentioned bipolar categorization of individualistic and collectivistic cultures in conflict situations can be explained through the ways people perceive their interactions. By most of the people of individualistic cultures the interactions are seen similarly between groups and individuals (e.g. friends or family), and thereby all possible disagreements and conflicts are taken as an intrinsic or unavoidable facet of their social life. People of collectivistic cultures, on the contrary, do not like social disorganization or disagreements. Cross-cultural conflict management situations within the European Union member states should not be seen so much affected by individualist-collectivist dimension, even though the overall split between Eastern and Western cultures remains. Within the EU these situations will be daily visible in the member states of more complex multi-ethnic composition i.e. in multi-cultural states. Even countries with quite homogenous ethnic composition (in respect of individualist-collectivist dimension) have started to train their mediators (e.g. in criminal cases in Estonia, intending to incorporate cross-cultural aspects in mediators’ training, considered highly useful in the cases related to handling of violence in intercultural marriages’ families).

Power distance dimension of Hofstede is an useful parameter to be applied both in conflict management studies and in practice, as it claims (put shortly) that people of some cultures tolerate and accept a higher degree of “unequally distributed power” when compared to the people in other cultures. In the case of high power distance, the relationship between subordinates and their bosses is seen as ‘dependence’. While low power distance cultures take this relationship as one of existing ‘interdependences’ in their societies. In high power distance cultures subordinates will matter-of-

18 G. Hofstede, Culture’s consequences, cit.
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factly agree and follow their boss, avoiding to challenge this person or present their own proposals or solutions in a conflict situation. On the contrary, in low power distance cultures, negotiations with subordinates are anticipated and overall readiness to oppose or challenge bosses is a way for finding a solution for a conflict. Both parties want to co-operate towards finding a solution for any dispute via expressing their own view-points. If their consultations cannot meet an acceptable result, they may turn for a help to a mediator. Overall, leaders in low power distance countries in fact even encourage independent thinking and any contribution to problem solving is expected. In short, any person who has his/her background in low power distance culture and has to deal with another person of higher power distance culture has to be sure that he/she contacts and talks to the right person in the hierarchy in order to deliver his/message. In a way, only this approach will ensure that his/her contribution will have some influence or impact to the correct problem or conflict resolution.

In current globalizing world the progress and development of ICT and ODR technologies can be seen as a tool for shortening the mentioned power distances. On the other hand – unequal possibilities in accessing this kind of tools (once technically available for masses) can even increase the inequalities among different groups and countries. Although some scientists have claimed that “the world is flat”\(^{19}\), the sharp differences caused by societal stratification and variation in financial possibilities will continuously hinder the improvement in this kind of access and frequently we have to conclude that the “world is spiky”\(^{20}\). Still a hope remains that some European efforts will facilitate the access to ADR and ODR processes for more citizens. Examples of e-banking and experiences of e-governance, once applied as a standard in all EU member states will, through their effectiveness, lower the power distances and enable faster resolutions of conflicts through the use of ADR/ODR technologies.

**Masculinity/femininity** dimension is extremely important to understand when handling cross-cultural conflicts. While in masculine societies people value competitiveness, aggressiveness and direct expressions of one’s aims and motivations, then in feminine countries people focus much more on how to establish and maintain stability and solve their problems via co-operation. For example, managers try to achieve consensus, all people try to follow principles of equality, including solidarity and quality in their personal and work related activities. Conflict situations are expected to be resolved mostly via compromises and negotiating. Personal free time, family related obligations and overall flexibility is supported on all levels of society. Focus is on individual well-being; openly exposing or discussing one’s achievements and professional status in societal or family surroundings is not considered as a proper way of behaviour. In conflict situations, whether there is required participation of a mediator or not, any decision has to be made with involvement of all parties. By contrast, in masculine countries, authoritative personalities (e.g. leaders, managers) are likely to act in decisive or assertive ways, and their focus is predominantly on equity, top competitiveness and high performance. Thereby, conflicts in these countries can be resolved merely by fighting them out.

Morten Deutsch\(^{21}\) demonstrates via his studies a certain degree of similarity to masculine-feminine dimension of Hofstede when he explains conflict resolution techniques by dividing these in specific ways. According to his conceptualization, a conflict can be resolved via “cooperative” or “competitive” processes. Both process types are associated with different conflict resolution strategies. By understanding the conditions that support either cooperative or competitive conflict resolution processes, together with their country-specific details, it is possible to foresee which circumstances will lead to constructive or destructive processes in each observed case of conflict resolution.

**Uncertainty avoidance** as the fourth dimension of national culture corresponds to the level up to which the members of a given society accept uncertainty and when they start to feel uncomfortably. Societies or countries which are characterised by a high degree of uncertainty avoidance have rigid codes in their beliefs and values and try to control their future by rules and regulations (written and

---
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Countries with low uncertainty avoidance level have much more relaxed attitudes, for them practical activities count much more than laws and regulations.

3. The impact of culture on conflict management directives’ implementation

In each cultural context (e.g. country) some alternative dispute resolution methods (ADR) are more accepted and utilized than others (if there are any ADR methods actively use at all). These methods have to be acceptable and compatible with behaviour and expectations of the majority of people of that country. For example, a study about Estonia\textsuperscript{22} shows that its population has little in common with the ADR philosophy overall. However, in numerous countries the rules on mediation have been formally passed despite the lack of ‘cultural readiness’ of their inhabitants. Another comparative study\textsuperscript{23} of 28 European Union member states carried out for assessment of the impact of Mediation Directive (2008/52/EC) finds that mediation in civil and commercial matters is still used in less than 1% of the cases in the EU. A dilemma arises related to the application of the directive, as making mediation obligatory may increase its use, but it also might provoke resistance from lawyers and from society in general as it may be perceived as not suitable for a particular legal and/or common culture.

In the current globalised world understanding of the importance of the above-described dimensions of culture is very important, however we have to remember that even if small fragments of culture are brought to awareness, these fragments cannot be changed because they are very personally experienced and because people cannot act or interact at all in any meaningful way except through the medium of culture. Any culture relates to its environment, but these local cultural dimensions are mostly hidden from view.

Another two aspects that are essential to remember about cultures: they are continuously undergoing a change, and they are connected with the symbolic dimension of life, where we are constantly creating meaning and enacting our identities. Cultural messages from the groups we belong to give us information about what is meaningful or important, and who we are in the world and in relation to others -- our identities\textsuperscript{24}.

Differences in these identities and cultures continuously play significant role also in adoption of mediation-related laws and directives. Not unlike federal state, European Union is an amalgamation of many different states, cultures and ethnicities. Thereby, ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach cannot be prescribed in order to implement general mediation programs to be used in each member state\textsuperscript{25}. It has been suggested that EU member states with minimal or no mediation tradition would benefit much more when becoming much deeper committed to the values behind the institutions that the EU tries to harmonize. Simply formally following the centrally passed regulations and directives does not make their national legislation more credible\textsuperscript{26}. Hopefully this approach will ease the directives’ implementation on the institutional level. It is also expected that follow-up interdisciplinary research in the area will be necessary in the future.

4. Conclusions

It is necessary to take into account dynamics within the time periods that the conflict resolution can take, thereby I would propose that the requirements for Hofstede’s cultural dimensions of individualism-collectivism, power distance, masculinity-femininity and uncertainty avoidance can


\textsuperscript{23} DG-IP-PD (2014). ‘Rebooting’ the Mediation Directive: Assessing the Limited Impact of its Implementation and Proposing Measures to Increase the Number of Mediations in the EU. Study.

\textsuperscript{24} M. LeBARON, Culture and Conflict, in Beyond Intractability, cit.


\textsuperscript{26} M.C. SOLARTE-VASQUEZ, The institutionalization process of Alternative Dispute Resolution mechanisms in the European Union, p. 109; see also Chapter III in this Volume.
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Vary throughout the life cycle of a conflict, and therefore these cultural values, beliefs and behaviours have different influence during the its stages. Cultural patterns in the process of conflict resolution reflect cultural patterns in society at large. Broader acceptance of mediation (as a primary tool of conflict management in civil and commercial cases) by lay persons among East European countries and cultures – with history of low personal trust and limited sharing of knowledge – remains somewhere in the future. High prosperities towards using litigation in each emerging case or for conflict management or resolving a dispute determine this kind of behaviour in these particular countries while strict enforcement and mandatory adoption can cause even reverse effects among population. Efforts have to be made to understand ‘closed histories’ of these countries, the knowledge about their past will be the key to facilitate the process. Even ‘mediation’ being conveyed as ‘conciliation’ into Estonian legislative language demonstrates that ‘cross-cultural’ translation, when involved, can expose the exact meaning of the term to a risk. But these meanings rather often contain deep cultural assumptions that require time and a lot of interaction to be fully understood, especially by the people whom these new terms concern. In the contemporary world technology can be a key to assist overall awareness and help to overcome the difficulties that emerge from cultural differences. Effective use of ICT and online dispute resolution technologies will hopefully contribute to the cases of cross-cultural dispute resolution. At the same time, changing or harmonizing deeply rooted conflict management structures, existing for decades or centuries in histories of any cultural group, is seen as a continuously challenging task for the whole EU in the future, but also for individual Member States of the Union which in many cases have already or are going to have much more cultural diversity that any prognosis has foreseen it.